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Abstract. Let G “ pVG, EGq be a connected graph. The distance dGpu, vq
between vertices u and v in G is the length of a shortest u´ v path in G. The
eccentricity of a vertex v in G is the integer eGpvq “ maxtdGpv, uq : u P VGu.
The diameter of G is the integer dpGq “ maxteGpvq : v P VGu. The periphery
of a vertex v of G is the set PGpvq “ tu P VG : dGpv, uq “ eGpvqu, while the pe-
riphery of G is the set P pGq “ tv P VG : eGpvq “ dpGqu. We say that graph G is
hangable if PGpvq ⊆ P pGq for every vertex v of G. In this paper we prove that
every block graph is hangable and discuss the hangability of products of graphs.
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1 Introduction
We use [1] and [3] for basic terminology and notations. Let G “ pVG, EGq
be a connected graph. The distance dGpu, vq between vertices u and v in
G is the length of a shortest u ´ v path in G. The eccentricity eGpvq of
a vertex v in G is the distance from v to a vertex farthest from v, that
is eGpvq “ maxtdGpv, uq : u P VGu. The diameter dpGq of G is the maxi-
mum eccentricity of the vertices of G. It follows from these definitions that
dpGq “ maxtdGpu, vq : u, v P VGu. The periphery of vertex v of G is the set
PGpvq of the vertices farthest from v, PGpvq “ tu P VG : dGpv, uq “ eGpvqu,
whereas the periphery P pGq of graph G is the set of vertices having the max-
imum eccentricity in G, that is P pGq “ tv P VG : eGpvq “ dpGqu. A con-
nected graph G is said to be self-centered if P pGq “ VG. We say that graph
G is hangable if PGpvq ⊆ P pGq for every vertex v of G. Note that graph G is
hangable if and only if it has the property: for every three vertices v, u, and w, if
u is a vertex farthest from v, and w is a vertex farthest from u, then the distance
dGpu,wq is the diameter of G. Every self-centered graph G is hangable since
P pGq “ VG and therefore PGpvq ⊆ P pGq for every vertex v of G. In particular,
every complete graph Kn is hangable. Similarly, every cycle Cn and every n-
cube Qn are hangable. Every complete bipartite graph Km,n is also a hangable
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graph, as is easy to check. Graph G in Fig. 1 is hangable since PGpvq ⊆ P pGq
for every vertex v of G (PGpaq “ PGpbq “ PGpdq “ teu ⊆ ta, eu “ P pGq and
PGpcq “ PGpeq “ tau ⊆ ta, eu “ P pGq). Graph H in Fig. 1 is not hangable as
PHpvq * P pHq for some vertex v of H (PHpbq “ PHpdq “ ta, c, du * ta, du “
P pHq).
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Figure 1: A hangable graph G and a non-hangable graph H
In this paper we prove that every block graph is hangable and discuss the
hangability of three products of graphs.
2 Hangability of block graphs
We begin by recalling that a block graph is a connected graph in which every
block (i.e., every maximal 2-connected subgraph) is a complete graph. Hanga-
bility of block graphs is ascertained by the following theorem.
Theorem 1. Every block graph G is hangable.
Proof. Let v be any vertex of G, and let Gv be the graph G rooted (hanged)
at v. The proof will be complete if we show that PGpvq ⊆ P pGq. To prove
this it suffices to show that if u P PGpvq and x and y are vertices of G, then
dGpu, xq ě dGpx, yq or dGpu, yq ě dGpx, yq.
This is obvious if x “ y or x and y belong to the shortest v´ u path in Gv .
Thus assume that at most one of the vertices x and y belong to the shortest
v ´ u path in Gv , and let ax (ay, resp.) be the youngest common ancestor of
the vertices u and x (u and y, resp.) in the rooted graph Gv .
First assume that one of the vertices x and y, say x, belongs to the shortest
v ´ u path in Gv. If x p“ axq is not younger than ay in Gv (see Fig. 2 (a)),
then the choice of u implies that dGpx, yq ď dGpx, uq. If x is younger than ay
(Fig. 2 (b)), then x belongs to the shortest u´ y path and therefore dGpu, yq “
dGpu, xq ` dGpx, yq ě dGpx, yq.
Now assume that none of the vertices x and y belongs to the shortest v´ u
path in Gv . If ax is younger than ay in Gv (Fig. 2 (c)), then dGpu, yq “
dGpu, axq`dGpax, yq ě dGpx, axq`dGpax, yq “ dGpx, yq as dGpax, uq ě dGpax, xq.
Similarly, dGpu, xq ě dGpx, yq if ay is younger than ax in Gv. Thus assume
ax “ ay. In this case let axy be the youngest common ancestor of the ver-
tices x and y in Gv. We consider two possible subcases: axy ‰ ax “ ay, and
axy “ ax “ ay.
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If axy ‰ ax “ ay and axy P tx, yu, say axy “ x, then x belongs to the shortest
u´y path and therefore dGpu, yq “ dGpu, xq`dGpx, yq ě dGpx, yq. Thus assume
axy ‰ ax “ ay and axy R tx, yu (Fig. 2 (d)). Let a and b be the neighbours
of ax which belong to the shortest u ´ ax and axy ´ ax paths, respectively.
Then, since dGpa, uq ě dGpb, yq, we have dGpu, xq ě dGpu, aq ` dGpb, xq ` 1 ě
dGpy, bq ` dGpb, xq ` 1 ě dGpy, axyq ` dGpaxy, xq ` 1 ě dGpy, xq ` 1 ě dGpy, xq.
Finally assume that axy “ ax “ ay. Let a, c, and d be the neighbours of
ax which belong to the shortest u´ ax, x´ ax, and y ´ ax paths, respectively,
Fig. 2 (e). Since G is a block graph, the subgraph of G induced by the vertices
a, c, and d has either at most one or three edges. In the first case we may
assume that ac is not an edge of G. Then dGpu, xq “ dGpu, axq ` dGpax, xq ě
dGpy, axq ` dGpax, xq ě dGpy, xq. In the second case ac, ad, and cd are edges
of G, and then the choice of u implies that dGpa, uq ě dGpc, xq and therefore
dGpu, xq ě dGpu, aq ` 1` dGpc, xq ě dGpy, dq ` 1` dGpc, xq “ dGpy, xq.
This completes the proof of the theorem.
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Figure 2: Block graphs rooted (hanged) at the vertex v
Since every tree is a block graph, from Theorem 1 we immediately have the
following corollary.
Corollary 1. Every tree is a hangable graph.
3 Hangability of product graphs
We now turn our attention to the hangability of coronas of graphs. Let G
and H be two graphs. The corona of G and H, denoted by G ˝ H, is the
graph with vertex set VG Y pVG ˆ VHq and edge set EG Y
Ť
vPVG
tvpv, xq : x P
VHu Y
Ť
vPVG
tpv, xqpv, yq : xy P EHu. In Fig. 3, the corona G ˝H is shown in
which G “ K1 ` pK1 YK2q and H “ K2.
Basic properties of distances, diameters and sets of peripheral vertices of
coronas are summarized in the following lemma.
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Figure 3: The corona pK1 ` pK1 YK2qq ˝K2
Lemma 1. If G ˝H is the corona of graphs G and H, where G is a connected
graph of order at least two, then:
p1q dG˝Hppu, xq, pv, yqq “ dGpu, vq ` 2 if u, v P VG and x, y P VH ,
dG˝Hppu, xq, vq “ dGpu, vq ` 1 if u, v P VG and x P VH ,
dG˝Hpu, vq “ dGpu, vq if u, v P VG;
p2q dpG ˝Hq “ dpGq ` 2;
p3q PG˝Hpuq “ PG˝Hppu, xqq “ PGpuq ˆ VH if u P VG and x P VH ;
p4q P pG ˝Hq “ P pGq ˆ VH .
Proof. Since (1), (2), and (3) are obvious, we only prove (4). For this the
inclusions P pG ˝ Hq ⊆ P pGq ˆ VH and P pGq ˆ VH ⊆ P pG ˝ Hq have to be
proved.
Assume first that a P P pG ˝ Hq. Let b be a vertex of G ˝ H for which
dG˝Hpa, bq “ dpG ˝Hq. From the definition of G ˝H (and by (1)) it is obvious
that a “ pv, xq and b “ pu, yq for some vertices v and u of G and some vertices
x and y of H. Now, by (1) and (2) it follows that dpGq ` 2 “ dpG ˝ Hq “
dG˝Hpa, bq “ dG˝Hppv, xq, pu, yqq “ dGpv, uq ` 2. Thus dGpv, uq “ dpGq and this
implies that v P P pGq. Therefore a “ pv, xq P P pGq ˆ VH and, consequently,
P pG ˝Hq ⊆ P pGq ˆ VH .
Assume now that pv, xq P P pGq ˆ VH . Let u P VG be such that dGpv, uq “
dpGq. Then, by (1), dG˝Hppv, xq, pu, xqq “ dGpv, uq ` 2 “ dpGq ` 2. From
this and from (2) it follows that dG˝Hppv, xq, pu, xqq “ dpG ˝Hq and therefore
pv, xq P P pG ˝Hq. This proves that P pGq ˆ VH ⊆ P pG ˝Hq.
Now we are ready to prove a necessary and sufficient condition for a corona
of graphs to be hangable.
Theorem 2. If G is a connected graph of order at least two and H is any
graph, then the corona G ˝H is a hangable graph if and only if G is hangable.
Proof. Let G be a hangable graph. Let u and x be any vertex of G and H,
respectively. Then PGpuq ⊆ P pGq and consequently PGpuq ˆ VH ⊆ P pGq ˆ
VH . Thus, by statements (3) and (4) of Lemma 1, PG˝Hpuq ⊆ P pG ˝ Hq and
PG˝Hppu, xqq ⊆ P pG ˝Hq. This proves that graph G ˝H is hangable.
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Assume now that graph G ˝H is hangable. Then PG˝Hpuq ⊆ P pG ˝Hq and
PG˝Hppu, xqq ⊆ P pG ˝Hq, where u P VG and pu, xq P VG ˆ VH are two possible
types of vertices of G ˝H. Now, since PG˝Hpuq “ PG˝Hppu, xqq “ PGpuq ˆ VH
and P pG ˝Hq “ P pGqˆVH (by statements (3) and (4) of Lemma 1), it follows
that PGpuq ˆ VH ⊆ P pGq ˆ VH . Consequently, PGpuq ⊆ P pGq and this proves
that G is hangable.
Let G and H be graphs. The cartesian product of G and H, denoted by
G ˝ H, is the graph with vertex set VG ˆ VH and where two vertices pa, bq and
pc, dq are adjacent if and only if ac P EG and b “ d or a “ c and bd P EH .
Distances, eccentricities, diameters and sets of peripheral vertices of cartesian
products of graphs are discussed in the next lemma.
Lemma 2. If G ˝ H is the cartesian product of connected graphs G and H,
then:
p1q dG˝Hppa, bq, pc, dqq “ dGpa, cq ` dHpb, dq, if pa, bq, pc, dq P VG˝H ;
p2q eG˝Hpa, bq “ eGpaq ` eHpbq, if pa, bq P VG˝H ;
p3q dpG ˝ Hq “ dpGq ` dpHq;
p4q PG˝Hppa, bqq = PGpaq ˆ PHpbq, if pa, bq P VG˝H ;
p5q P pG ˝ Hq “ P pGq ˆ P pHq.
Proof. The statements (1)-(3) without any proof were presented in [2]. A
formal proof of (1) was given in [4]. We prove the statements (2)–(5).
(2) Let us take vertices a1 P PGpaq, b
1 P PHpbq, and pc, dq P PG˝Hppa, bqq.
Then, by (1), we have
eGpaq ` eHpbq “ dGpa, a
1q ` dHpb, b
1q “ dG˝Hppa, bq, pa
1, b1qq
ď eG˝Hppa, bqq “ dG˝Hppa, bq, pc, dqq
“ dGpa, cq ` dHpb, dq ď eGpaq ` eHpbq
and this proves that eG˝Hpa, bq “ eGpaq ` eHpbq.
(3) Let a, a1, b, b1, pc, dq, pe, fq be vertices of G, H, and G ˝ H, where
dGpa, a
1q “ dpGq, dHpb, b
1q “ dpHq, and dG˝Hppc, dq, pe, fqq “ dpG ˝ Hq, re-
spectively. From the choice of vertices and by (1) it follows that
dpGq ` dpHq “ dGpa, a
1q ` dHpb, b
1q “ dG˝Hppa, bq, pa
1, b1qq
ď dpG ˝ Hq “ dG˝Hppc, dq, pe, fqq “ dGpc, eq ` dHpd, fq
ď dpGq ` dpHq.
This implies that dpG ˝ Hq “ dpGq ` dpHq.
(4) The definition of periphery of a vertex and properties (1) and (2) validate
the following chain equalities
PG˝Hpa, bq “ tpx, yq P VG˝H : dG˝Hppa, bq, px, yqq “ eG˝Hpa, bqu
“ tpx, yq P VG˝H : dGpa, xq ` dHpb, yq “ eGpaq ` eHpbqu
“ tpx, yq P VG˝H : dGpa, xq “ eGpaq and dHpb, yq “ eHpbqu
“ tpx, yq P VG˝H : x P PGpaq and y P PHpbqu
“ PGpaq ˆ PHpbq.
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(5) From the definition of periphery of a graph and from (2) and (3) it
follows that
P pG ˝ Hq “ tpa, bq P V pG ˝ Hq : eG˝Hppa, bqq “ dpG ˝ Hqu
“ tpa, bq P V pG ˝ Hq : eGpaq ` eHpbq “ dpGq ` dpHqu
“ tpa, bq P V pG ˝ Hq : eGpaq “ dpGq and eHpbq “ dpHqu
“ tpa, bq P V pG ˝ Hq : a P P pGq and b P P pHqu
“ P pGq ˆ P pHq.
The following theorem specifies when the cartesian product of graphs is
a hangable graph and shows how to construct one hangable graph from other
graphs.
Theorem 3. If G and H are connected graphs, then the cartesian product G˝H
is a hangable graph, if and only if G and H are hangable graphs.
Proof. Let pa, bq be a vertex of G ˝ H. Since PG˝Hppa, bqq “ PGpaq ˆ PHpbq
(by Lemma 2 (4)) and P pG ˝ Hq “ P pGq ˆ P pHq (by Lemma 2 (5)), the result
follows from the equivalences
PG˝Hppa, bqq ⊆ P pG ˝ Hq ô PGpaq ˆ PHpbq ⊆ P pGq ˆ P pHq
ô PGpaq ⊆ P pGq and PHpbq ⊆ P pHq.
Corollary 2. The cartesian product Pm˝Pn is a hangable graph for every paths
Pm and Pn.
The join of graphs G and H, denoted G ` H, is the graph obtained from
the disjoint union of G and H by adding an edge between each vertex of G
and each vertex of H. The following theorem relates to the hangability of join
graphs.
Theorem 4. For graphs G and H, the join G `H is a hangable graph if and
only if either
p1q G`H is a complete graph, or
p2q at most one vertex of G`H is adjacent to every other vertex of G`H.
Proof. Assume first that G ` H is a non-complete hangable graph. Let U
be the set of all vertices, each of which is adjacent to every other vertex of
G ` H. It remains to show that U has at most one element. Suppose that
U is non-empty. Then, since eG`Hpxq “ 1 for every x P U and eG`Hpyq “ 2
for every y P VG`H ´ U , it follows that P pG ` Hq “ VG`H ´ U . Now, since
PG`Hpxq “ VG`H ´ txu for every x P U , the hangability of G`H implies that
VG`H ´txu is a subset of VG`H ´U p“ P pG`Hqq and this clearly forces that
U has at most one element.
If G `H is a complete graph, then G`H is a hangable graph as we have
already observed. If no vertex of G ` H is adjacent to every other vertex of
G `H, then eG`Hpxq “ 2 for every x P VG`H . Therefore P pG `Hq “ VG`H
and this implies that G `H is hangable. Finally assume that G `H has ex-
actly one vertex, say v0, which is adjacent to every other vertex of G ` H.
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Then eG`Hpv0q “ 1 and eG`Hpxq “ 2 for every x P VG`H ´tv0u. Consequently
P pG`Hq “ VG`H ´tv0u and now it is obvious that G`H is a hangable graph
since PG`Hpv0q “ VG`H ´ tv0u ⊆ P pG ` Hq and PG`Hpxq ⊂ P pG ` Hq for
every x P VG`H ´ tv0u.
The last theorem allows us to obtain hangable graphs from other graphs.
Using the join operation, it is also easy to describe how to embed (as an induced
subgraph) a graph in a hangable supergraph.
Corollary 3. Every graph is an induced subgraph of a hangable graph.
Proof. Let H be a graph. We shall prove that H is an induced subgraph
of some hangable graph. We may assume that H is not a hangable graph.
Then H is not a complete graph. If no vertex of H is adjacent to every other
vertex of H, then the join K1 ` H has exactly one vertex adjacent to every
other vertex of K1 ` H and it follows from Theorem 4 (2) that K1 ` H is
a hangable supergraph of H. Now assume that H has a vertex adjacent to
every other vertex of H. Let U be the set of all such vertices in H. Since
H is not a complete graph, the set VH ´ U is nonempty and from the choice
of U it follows that H “ HrU s ` HrVH ´ U s. Now no vertex of the graph
G “ pK1 Y HrU sq ` HrVH ´ U s (obtained from H by adding a new vertex
and joining it by an edge to every vertex belonging to VH ´ U) is adjacent to
every other vertex of G and it follows from Theorem 4 (2) that G is a hangable
supergraph of H.
4 Open problems
We conclude this paper with the list of problems.
Problem 1. Determine all hangable subgraphs of the cartesian product Pm˝Pn.
Problem 2. Determine all hangable subgraphs of the n-cube Qn.
Problem 3. Determine all graphs G such that G and G are hangable graphs.
Problem 4. Which self-complementary graph G psuch that G “ Gq is hangable?
Problem 5. For a connected graph G determine the smallest positive integer
k such that the power Gk is a hangable graph.
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